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PREVIOUSLY IN X-MEN ’92…
The Upstarts – a group of power-mad, evil young mutants – are entangled in a deadly game to see who among them can hurt 
the X-Men most. First blood goes to the Von Strucker twins, when they release the evil vampire Alpha Red, whose first act of 

aggression is to attack and seemingly kill the youngest X-Man, Jubilee. 
Recognizing the bite of a vampire, Storm takes Bishop, Psylocke, and the young X-student U-Go Girl to Transylvania to get help 
from the Lord of the Vampires, Dracula. Dracula reveals that Alpha Red is his son, and agrees to help the X-Men cure their young 

charge of his own dark disease. 
While away, Jubilee awakens as Alpha Red’s vampiric disciple, and turns most of the Xavier School’s student body into blood-
suckers like herself. Beast, Professor X, and a handful of uninfected students do their best to survive a mansion under siege, but 

when Alpha Red arrives with a small vampire army, including a newly afflicted Wolverine, Rogue, and Gambit, 
all hope seems lost. 

As Storm’s team returns to find a decimated mansion, and Alpha Red, greeting them, unaffected by the sun’s light. A stolen copy 
of the arcane Darkhold has infected the X-Men’s mutant detecting supercomputer, Cerebro, and Alpha Red uses it to cast a spell 
that changes the very nature of vampires. Alpha Red is truly free of any master for the first time in his life, and prepares to take 

his father’s place as lord of the vampires, and oversee vampires replacing mutants as the heir apparent to mankind!
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inside the x-mansion.inside the x-mansion.inside the x-mansion.inside the x-mansion.inside the x-mansion.
…and that’s it. 

everything you need 
to know about virtual 

reality in under 
a minute.

 just one, 
beast. “is it 
too late to 
drop out of 

school?”

afraid so. not only did 
alpha red’s incantation 
preternaturally alter

 every vampire on earth, 
but it also corrupted 

our supercomputer,
 cerebro.

traditional 
antivirus 

methods are 
out of the 
question.

our 
only hope is 

to access that 
same program 
through v.r. 

and digitally 
exorcise the 

software.

dead girl, 
your…unique 

mutant abilities 
make you immune to 
the supernatural. 
you’re the best 

chance we’ve 
got.

I’m 
not sure, 

I--

I’ll pass 
you for the 

semester.

honor 
roll, here 
I come!

hahahaha!
 tough talk…

storm,
 is it?

but it 
doesn’t matter 

how grandly you 
speak, or how resolved 

you are to stop me. 
I’ve already won.

the age of 
the mutant is over. 

all around the world 
vampires are rising to a 
new day--one where our 
weaknesses to religion 

and superstition 
are a thing of 

the past.

children 
of the night no 
more! we are 
unstoppable.

trust me, 
you’re going 
to like being 

one of us.

and 
that’s 
where I 
come 

in?

questions?

 alpha 
red!

you threaten 
to replace mutant 
and mankind with 
your bloodthirsty 

breed?!

mark my words, 
monster--that 

will not happen! the 
x-men will not 

allow it!

you see 
that we’re 

obnoxiously 
outnumbered, 

right?

but 
for how 

long?

bishop

u-go girl storm

psylocke

dracula
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we 
don’t have 
time for 

this!

 you 
threaten 

me with rebuke? 
you, who were my 
father in blood 
alone?! no, I 

think not, 
old man.

…you 
know what 

to do.

got 
a pretty 

good idea, 
bub.

but you 
ain’t gonna 

like it!

arrrrgh!

you will 
find you have no 

power over me--or 
any vampire, for 

that matter. I have 
finally taken your 
place. I needn’t even 

sully my hands 
with your 

demise. wolverine…

bishop! 
psylocke! 

do your 
worst!

x-force 
style! and the 

children?

leave 
them to 

me. focus on 
alpha red!

he’s 
my son--

that makes 
him mine to 

punish!

no!


